Guardian’s Guides to Google tools
Digital resources to help support your student’s learning.

Explore our entire range of Guardian’s Guides – easy-to-use resources developed to help you understand how teachers and students collaborate using Google tools and technology at school, at home, and beyond.

Guardian’s Guide to Privacy and Security
Learn about Google’s commitments to privacy and security and how we build safer digital learning tools.

Guardian’s Guide to AI
Understand how Google AI helps personalize learning, provides safe and private learning experiences, and prepares your child for an AI-powered future.

Guardian’s Guide to Google Workspace for Education
Learn how students use Google Docs, Slides, Sheets, Forms, and more to create and collaborate with others in real time.

Guardian’s Guide to Google Meet
Find out how students can use Meet to create and join video meetings to work on projects, virtually attend class if they’re sick, and more.

Guardian’s Guide to Accessibility
Explore how Google Workspace for Education and Chromebooks are built with accessibility features, so your child can learn in a way that works for them.

Guardian’s Guide to Chromebooks
Discover Chromebooks – simple, powerful, and secure devices that your student can use in and out of class.

Guardian’s Guide to Classroom
Explore Classroom, students’ and teachers’ central learning space, where assignments are shared and collaboration is a breeze.

Personalize your student’s learning experience with tips to help you get familiar with Google for Education tools.

For more on Google for Education, visit our website and follow us on the Keyword blog and X.